Worship Director
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Worship Arts Director

Application Packet
Our Process
If you’re interested in joining our team, please send the following information to the Lead
Pastor, Brad Edwards (brad@tablechurch.com):
•
•
•

Cover Letter & Resume’
At least 3 references directly related to leading worship
At least 2 video and/or audio samples

Upon receipt, we’ll have you go through up to five phases of our hiring process:
•
•
•
•
•

Phase 1 :: Informal “Get-to-know-you” Call with Brad Edwards (Lead Pastor)
Phase 2 :: Skype Interview with Brad, & Daniel Frampton (Ministry Dev Dir)
Phase 3 :: Follow-up Questions, Requests & Enneagram Personality Assessment
Phase 4 :: Follow-up Skype Interview (if necessary)
Phase 5 :: In-person visit, interview and guest-leading worship at The Table

Our hope is to identify and hire our top candidate with a proposed start date of no later than
January 1st, 2018, but we are far more committed to finding the right teammate than we are
meeting a timeline.
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Our Church & Community
The Table
We think of and describe ourselves in a variety of ways. For example, we…
… try to take ourselves lightly, and Jesus seriously.
… are a community where you don’t have to believe in order to belong.
… are an interdenominational presbyterian (PCA) church in the Acts 29 Network.
… long to be a place where all may find true spirituality & deep community.
As a young church plant of just over 1 year old, we’ve seen incredible initial growth in a region
that critically lacks churches - especially ones preaching grace, offering robust answers, and
passionately committed to their neighbors. We grew from a launch team of about 40 adults and
20 kids last summer to an average weekly attendance of 85 adults and 65 kids this summer.
We’ve a lot of young families and (increasingly so) young couples, which very accurately
reflects our region. Vocations range from PhD-level engineers and executives to creative
professionals & digital artists, and everything in between. 5%-10% of our weekly attendance
includes non-Christians. We’ve been ecstatic to see that our vision has resonated with people
on a level that has surprised both us and them!
Around our first anniversary, we revamped our vision to more accurately reflect the heart and
soul of the what we are convinced God is calling us to do. For a robust description of that
vision, visit: http://tablechurch.com/blog/madetoflourish

Boulder County
While we’re based in Lafayette, we also have Community Groups in Erie, Longmont, and
Broomfield, with some people coming from as far away as Arvada and Brighton (a 25-30
minute drive). The entire region is vocationally and economically connected to Boulder, where
at least 2/3 of our congregation works. Boulder County is made up of young families and old
hippies, immigrants and Colorado “natives,” new-age gurus and grad students, CEOs and
electricians. The areas we are most consistently reaching are those where people move when
their family grows too large enough for the exorbitantly expensive homes in Boulder. As that
continues, we’re seeing younger and younger couples, singles and families move in, and the
entire region is expected to grow by 15% in the next 4 years (another 30k-40k people).

In short, our “place” is one with urban (progressive) values, suburban
rhythms and rural aspirations for community.
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Our Home:
The Arts HUB
We very recently (SEP 2017) moved from a
middle school cafetorium into a brand new
space built, owned, and operated by the only
arts non-profit in Boulder County not located in
the city of Boulder - a 10 year old arts nonprofit called The Art Underground. We are
more partners than tenants to them, and have
plans to support their creative work in a variety
of ways: from a volunteer work day to do some
landscaping, to co-sponsoring monthly
documentary film showings (the only one of it’s
kind outside of Boulder).

The potential for cultivating beauty and
evangelism as a church in this space is
limited only by our leadership bandwidth.
Because of our rapid initial growth, we’re
only scratching the surface and hope to
bring on a creative leader to fully develop
that potential into a thriving and
flourishing presence in our region.
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Our Philosophy
of Ministry
Summary :: The following are our staff or team values, in addition to (and fueling) our core values (as
described on our website). We are not looking for a leader who is a mirror image of our current staff or
leadership. We are looking for someone who shares our values and priorities, and complements our
existing team in terms of personality, style and ministry passion. Below are the non-negotiable values
that serve as a foundation for us to flourish in ministry as a team.

Team
We strive to put people and teams first, give leaders the freedom to fail, and empower all people to live
out their calling. Our staff has a commitment to one another and each others’ ministries such that we
are willing to let our own ministry suffer for their good. This dynamic has cultivated an openness in
communication and dedication to each others’ success that has freed our team to pursue meaningful
risk, grow from failure, and have a hell of a lot of fun while we’re at it.

Human Flourishing
Consumerism’s subtle influences has led the Western world (including the church) to distorting the
creative image we bear. The solution isn’t to resist consumerism, but to re-embrace the cultural
mandate and our role as cultivators. We’re convinced that a church approaching worship, community
and discipleship with this posture will be a flourishing presence in our community.

Story
The redemptive message of scripture is historical narrative. Understanding our role in God’s Story is
much bigger than the reductionistic, transactional understanding of the Gospel (merely “Jesus died for
your sins”). It does include that glorious truth, but it is so much more. Effectively proclaiming the Gospel
& making disciples in our context means recovering that historical narrative as a lens for life.

Love for Non-Christians
Loving our neighbor means sacrificing personal preferences of style, form, or focus, for their good. We
want to demonstrate God’s radical grace by critically considering every opportunity to contextualize His
love, and making sure we especially consider those who have little-to-no experience with the church.
This doesn’t mean we discard tradition, only that we don’t assume it.

Church Planting
We are convinced that church planting is the single most effective means of bringing the Life of Christ
into the lives of others. If we truly want to be a church that is not for ourselves, then the only possible
course of action upon establishing this church is to then repeat the process.
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Worship Arts Director
Role Description
Summary
Plan, coordinate, lead & develop The Table’s worship arts ministry from start to finish
(scheduling, song selection, rehearsals, Sunday Worship, graphic design coordination, etc). As
a church plant, we need an entrepreneurial leader to proactively develop other leaders,
musicians and volunteers to be prepared for continued growth.
Stylistically, The Table’s worship could be described as “conversational, modern liturgy.”
We have a well-defined order of service (Call to Worship, Confession & Assurance,
Benediction), & explain each element of worship in a way that’s both informal and
intelligible to both non-Christians & Christians.
Musically, we prioritize songs that are theologically robust and musically creative. This
most often includes retuned historic hymns (Indelible Grace, Red Mountain, Sojourn) &
modern hymns (Dustin Kensrue, Citizens & Saints), with the occasional CCM song (very
selectively).
Theologically, we are reformed and aim to communicate the Gospel in such a way that is
both intellectually credible and existentially satisfying. This role is especially (but not
exclusively) responsible for leading the church in the latter.
All staff are expected to participate as a full, active member1 in the church, including Community
Groups, Cohorts and Staff-related Meetings.

Reports to:
Lead Pastor

Relates Closely With:
Lead Pastor, Ministry Development Director, Sunday Morning Team Leaders, Musicians, Sound
Team, Slide Techs

Leadership Responsibilities
Weekly Planning & Preparation (10-12 hours per week)
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

Confirm song selection, sermon themes & overall flow with Pastor before rehearsal.
Post songs at least one week prior in Planning Center Online, with notes & arrangement
descriptions.
Assemble & ensure quality for Pro-presenter slides (lyrics, scripture, graphics, etc.).
Ensure completion of any other administrative needs related to music ministry.
Serve as the primary point of contact between The Table and The Arts HUB.
Upload sermon audio and manage online audio resources for the church.

Neither membership nor leadership at The Table requires agreement with presbyterian distinctives.
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Worship Execution (4 hours per week)
•
•
•

Lead congregation in worship through song (and other elements as able).
Oversee and lead Sound, Slide, Setup/Teardown, and Creative Teams.
Lead Sunday morning prayer with musicians, sound team and slide techs.

Ministry Development (8-10 hours per week)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regularly disciple, train, equip, implement and plan with worship volunteers.
Recruit, equip, develop, and disciple new musicians, anticipating future needs
Maintain, repair, and replace sound equipment, as needed.
Work with Lead Pastor to grow the creative/artistic ministry of The Table
Develop & lead creative team to plan/coordinate design, social media, & aesthetics.
Write, & mobilize musicians to write original music/arrangements (as time permits).

Required Strengths
In addition to alignment with our Vision, Values and Philosophy of Ministry…

Character
•
•
•

Faithful, Available, and Teachable (FAT).
Responsible, willing to take ownership, and eager for feedback.
Servant-hearted – Leading for others’ sake, especially tnon-Christians.

Chemistry
•
•
•

Excited & energized by a philosophy of worship that is both “intellectually credible” &
“existentially satisfying” for both Christians & non-Christians.
Team Player - Enjoys collaborating with others, eager for constructive feedback.
A “teammate” level of commitment, leadership ability and partner in ministry committed
to planting churches.

Competency
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theologically reformed; able to contextualize The Table’s vision in our community
Entrepreneurial - Able to adapt & lead in a fast-paced environment
Self-starter - Able to anticipate problems & implement solutions with little guidance.
Innovative - Able to lead others in creative opportunities; thinks outside the box.
Detail-Oriented - Commitment to creative excellence (not perfectionism)
Growing follower of Christ, able to disciple others and develop potential leaders.

Time and Compensation
•
•
•
•
•

25 hrs per week, with some flexibility for outside creative endeavors.
$22,000-$26,000 per year, with the goal of increasing to full-time as The Table continues
to grow (immediately/much sooner if able to raise remaining support).
4 wks vacation, plus 2 wks for study, leadership development, or ministry planning.
Additional budget for leadership development, hospitality & other ministry expenses.
Note: If administratively gifted outside of music/worship ministry, additional potential to
take over existing admin needs to increase time and compensation.
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